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ADVERTISEMENT.

A DESIRE to ascertain the cause of the distressed situation of
the laboring classes, in 1816 and 1817, first turned my attention

to the subject of political economy, as connected with the sub-
sistence of the poor. After an attentive consideration of the sub-
ject, it appears to me, that the generally received opinion, that

the price of the necessaries of life governs wages, or, in other

words, that the natural, governs the market, price of labor, is, at

least so far as relates to this country, erroneous. For it is clear,

that the price of manufactured articles is not advanced, in a coun-
try which exports them, by a rise in the price of agricultural

produce, which does not extend to other countries, though manu-
factures are only agricultural produce in another form. If this be
correct, whatever artificially raises the price of the necessaries

of life, must increase pauperism, and cause the great bulk of the

population to suffer much distress.

Unfortunately, experience has too fully confirmed the truth of
this inference, and must have convinced most people, that some-
thing is radically defective in the present system. But so far

from attributing the present distress to its true cause, viz. restric-

tions on the importation of foreign agricultural produce, one part

of the community have presented numerous petitions to the House
of Commons, for an increase of these restrictions, which, instead

of being found a remedy for the evil, would greatly increase it,

even to the petitioners themselves. In opposition to the prayer,

of these petitions, this pamphlet was prepared for publication,

two or three months ago j but the reception which they met
with in Parliament was such as seemed to render its immediate
publication unnecessary. Since then, however, alterations have
been proposed in the Poor Laws, calculated to throw still heavier

burdens upon those classes, which are already suffering much,
from the same cause as that which increases pauperism. Most
of the members also, who presented the petitions to the House of
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Commons, did not object to their principle, but only that this

was not the proper time to legislate upon the subject ; and, as

similar petitions are already preparing to be presented, in the next

sessions of parliament, when it is understood a great effort is to

be made to obtain, what is falsely called additional protection to

agriculture, it appears highly necessary, that the effects of raising

the price of the necessaries of life, by artificial means, should be

more generally understood than they appear to be at present.

Though sorry that the task has not fallen into abler hands

than mine, yet I should feel it a gross dereliction of the duty

which I owe to my country, if I did not endeavour to call the

attention of the public to a system, which, so long as it is persisted

in, can produce nothing but distress and misery to the great body

of the nation ; and which must, eventually, prove ruinous, even

to that class, whose present interest it appears to promote.



FREE TRADE,

J/uRiNG the continuance cf the late war, while other orders of

the community were burdened with taxes, the pressure of which
many classes of society had no means of alleviating, the landhol-

der, by his increased rents, not only parried off the taxes, but even
enjoyed a larger revenue ; while most other classes of the com-
munity were depressed, the land-proprietor rose ; his capital was
improved, and his revenue increased." '

But though the landholder did receive more benefit than any
other class of society, yet the great bulk of the nation was not in-

jured. At that time we were completely masters of the sea, and
many countries were obliged to give us our own prices for our
manufactures, because they could obtain similar articles through
no other channel. As the same cause which prevented the impor-
tation of raw produce, enabled the manufacturer to obtain mo-
nopoly prices for his commodities, he had no right to complain of

having to pay a monopoly price for the produce of the farmer.

When peace was made corn could be imported, and it was soon
found, that with the doubled and tripled rents which our farmers had
to pay, they could not compete with the foreign agriculturist. Laws
were passed in consequence, which raised the price at which wheat
could be imported, from 63s. 'to 80s. per quarter, and that of other

grain in a similar proportion ; and duties were imposed on the im-

portation of butter, cheese, seeds, and almost every other commodity
that came into competition witli our own produce.

During the war, as we have before observed, people engaged in

] Dr. Crorabie's Letter on the Agricultural Interest, p. 62-
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trade and manufactures could obtain monopoly prices ; but on its

conclusion, the markets, which they had before exclusively pos-

sessed, became open to the commerce of other nations ; and as our
manufacturers could no longer obtain monopoly prices, they were
not able to pay them. The bad harvest of 1816, however, which
was general through the greatest part of Europe, caused agricul-

tural produce to be high, and consequently the new laws have not

yet produced th-.ir full effect ; but if corn on the Continent, be-

come as low as it was previous to that time, and these laws should

operate to keep it in this country, at the price under which it can-

not be imported, our manufactures must be ruined. Yet the agri-

cultural part of the community are not satisfied, but have again

come forward to demand what they call additional protection, but
which, if obtained, may with more propriety be called the means
of reducing to poverty, misery, and famine, not only a great pro-

portion of the other classes of the community, but the larger part

of their own. The prayer of their petition to the legislature, for

new laws, on that subject is so extravagant, that it is not likely it

will meet with the general support, even of farmers ; but as it

shows the sentiments of a considerable body of them, it may not
be improper to give the heads of it here.

It sets out by stating,— «* That the soil of the United Kingdom
is competent and fully adequate to the support of its population,

even if it were much more numerous than it is, with all the pro-
ductions of the soil of the United Kingdom ;" it then enumerates
the various kinds of grain, and includes wool, flax, hemp, tallow,

hides, seeds, butter, cheese, poultry, vegetables of all kinds, and ap-
ples and pears. It further states,— <« That as the soil of the United
Kingdom, and its productions, are the prim.e source of national

industry and revenue, it is impolitic to admit any of the above ar-

ticles to be imported duty free, until the cultivation of our OM^n
soil shall have extended itself to its utmost limits, inasmuch as

such importation disables the occupiers of land from paying their

rents, tithes, and taxes.'"

Though it seems highly improbable that parliament will legislate

upon such erroneous views as are presented in this petition, yet

there can be little doubt but attempts to obtain such laws will be
repeated. For it is pretty evident, that no Jaw, except it went
completely to exclude the importation of all foreign agricultural

produce, could cause permanent high prices here. The higher
the importation price is fixed, the greater is the temptation to

import foreign produce when the ports are open; and if after

great importations have taken place, two or three abundant har-
rests should succeed, it is more than probable that the conse-
quence would be very low prices. For, if by great importations,
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followed by good crops at home, the markets should become
overstocked, they could not be relieved by exportation, until the

price of corn became lower here than on the Continent. Supposing
that from the effect of restrictions on its importation, the price of

wheat in this country should be raised to 80s. per quarter, and as

the average price, in the other parts of Europe, is not more than

40s. per quarter, it is evident, that we could export no part of our
surplus stock until the price was reduced to less than 403. here.

The nearer our own produce is raised to our consumption,

the more frequently this state of things will occur. It cannot be
necessary to point out the evils that would result to farmers, whose
rents were fixed under the idea that wheat would sell for 80s.

when they could only obtain 40s. per quarter ; and on the poor
laborer the effects would be equally disastrous. Under these

impressions, I will cursorily examine the arguments generally used

in favor of restrictions on importation, and their effects on agri-

culture, and on commerce and manufactures.

The principal reason that is given, why there should be restric-

tions on the importation of agricultural produce is, that the taxes

in this country press with so great a weight on the farmer, that he
cannot afford to sell his produce at the price at which it is sold in

countries where the taxation is not so heavy. If the pressure of

taxation upon agriculture was greater than upon the other classes

of the community, it ought to be equalised ; but so far from that

being the case, almost every tax which pressed upon the landed

interest has been repealed, while the other classes, particularly the

manufacturers and traders, have had little or no relief. The ma-
nufacturer is placed in a worse situation than the agriculturist

;

for, as the operation of taxes is either to raise the price of labor,

or to increase the poor-rates, and as his commodities contain more
labor than those of the farmer, taxation is more injurious to him,

and yet he must sell his articles for a lower price than is obtained

by the foreign manufacturer. But corn and other agricultural

produce must necessarily sell, in the importing country, at so

much higher prices than it does in the exporting countries, as will

not only pay the freight, insurance, and all other expenses, but a

profit to the importer. And this not only applies to the quantity

actually imported, but the home agriculturist gains that additional

price on the whole of his produce. Mr. Colquhoun calculates, that

when wheat sells for 70s. per quarter, the annual value of the agri-

cultural produce of this country is 216 millions sterling. As this

calculation is probably too high, let us suppose, that with wheat at

808. per quarter the annual value is only 200 millions, which will

not be above the truth. Taking Dr. A. Smith's position, that the

price of corn governs that of all other agricultural produce, for
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granted, (and I am not aware that any objection has, or can be
made to it,) and the expense on the importation of wheat, inclu-

ding the waste and damage, and the profits of the importer, at 10s.

per quarter, it gives to the landed interest of this country no less

than 25 millions sterling annually, which will not only pay the

poor-rates but a great part of the taxes which fall upon the land.

But not content with this advantage, which places the landholders

in a better situation than any other class of the community, they
have already obtained a law, which increases the taxation on the
other classes to an immense extent. The average price of the
different kinds of grain, from January .5th, 1785, to January 5th,

1793, was as follows :'

Wheat, per quarter 45^. Qd.

Barley Do 25
Rye Do 30 1|
Pease and Beans Do 31 1

Oats Do 17 10

Now, if the present corn law enables the agriculturist to obtain

only 70s per quarter for his wheat, and a proportional price for the

other kinds of grain, the whole agricultural produce of this coun-
try will sell for more than it did then, by 60 millions sterling per

annum, whilst the price of almost every other article is lower than
it was at that time.

If we compare the situation of the landholder of this, with that

of any other country in Europe, the difference in his favor will

be found still greater. The average price of wheat on the Con-
tinent does not exceed 40s. per quarter, and if it sold for the same
price in this country, the annual value of our agricultural produce
would be only 100 millions sterling. But at 80s. per quarter, its

value is at least 200 miUions, at 70s. 175 millions, and at 60s.

150 millions. So that with wheat at 60s. per quarter, the

landholders would sell their produce for more, by 50 millions

sterling, than it would produce at the continental price,—a sum ex-

ceeding the revenue derived from the whole of the taxes. Con-
sequently, so far from having any taxes to pay, at the present price

of agricultural produce, the landowner has contrived to saddle the

other parts of the community, not only with those which he ought
to pay, but with a still larger additional tax, which goes into his

pockets, and not to the state.

The intention of restrictions on the importation of any article,

must be to raise its price j yet the friends to those on agricultural

' Rees's Cyclopedia : Art. Corn.
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produce have contended that, though their immediate effect would
be to augment its price, yet their ultimate tendency would be, by
increasing the supply, to produce cheapness. But as they allow,

at the same time, that an increased supply could only be obtained

by the cultivcUion of inferior soils, it is impossible that restrictions

could have that effect. Let us, therefore, examine what will be

the consequence of endeavouring to support our population on the

produce of our own soil.

In a country possessing plenty of fertile land, which any person

may appropriate to his own use, for nothing, or a very trifling con-

sideration, as is the case in the newly-settled parts of the United

States of America, no person will pay a rent merely for the use of

the soil. But in that country, as the population becomes greater,

the most fertile and best situated lands will be appropriated, and as

the demand for agricultural produce will continue to increase, it

will in time bear such a price as to render the cultivation of second

rate, and worse situated soils, profitable. Now, if the most fertile

land, which, for the sake of distinction we will call No. 1, will

produce 100 quarters of wheat, while the same labor and capital,

employed on the second rate land, will only produce 90 quarters,

it must be equal, in point of profit, to a farmer, whether he cul-

tivates what we will call No. 2, without paying a rent, or gives

10 quarters of wheat for the use of No. 1. As the demand for

agricuiiural produce, in an improving country, is progressive, land,

of a third rate quality, in time will also pay for cultivation.

When that takes place, if the same labor and capital which will

produce 100 quarters of wheat on No. 1, and 90 quarters on No.

2, will only produce 80 quarters on it, which we will call No. 3,

then No. 2 will also bear a rent of 10 quarters, while that on No.

1 will be augmented to 20 quarters. Land of fourth, fifth, sixth,

and seventh rate quality, may be successively taken into cultiva-

tion, but it will operate in the same manner \ so that, with every

inferior quality of land taken into cultivation, the farmer will have

a less share of the produce, and the landlord a greater.

Those farmers who have leases at the time when any of these

advances take place, will, during their continuance, receive the

benefit of that advance ; but, on their termination, the landlord

will raise his rent, in the proportion which produce has advanced.'

If the high price of agricultural produce, and the consequent

' Iliiii) prices benefit tlic clcruy, and all other persons who are in the

receipt of titlie-^, tmt I consuier them as in pari owners of" the land; but that

such a system as taking tithes in kind, slioukl exist ui this or any other

cuuDtry, is astonishing. Nothing more injurious to agriculture could bg

devised.
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high rents, are the natural effect of increased demand, they are a

sure sign that the riches and wealth of the country in which they

take place, are progressive. But if they be the effects of a system

of restrictions and prohibitions, they may, and in this country un^.

doubtedly are, caused by taking from the many to give to the few,

from the poor to give to the rich. For in any country, which, like

England, does not grow corn enough for its own support, by very

high protecting duties, or the absolute prohibition of its importa-

tion, the necessaries of life might be so advanced in price as to re-

duce one-half or three-fourths of the population to absolute want,

and greatly impoverish the remaining part, who had not the good;

fortune to be owners of the soil. Though, in this case, rents

would be greatly advanced, yet the nation would not be any richer ;

for it would be doing to a greater extent, what the restrictions we
already have are partially effecting ; tliat is, giving to the landlord,

in the shape of rent, what ought to have been the wages of labor,

and the profits of stock.

It appears then, that the price of agricultural produce is governed,

in ajl countries, by the expense required to raise it on the worst

soils that are cultivated j because, if the produce of that quality of'

land did not sell for a price which would pay the usual expenses

and profits of farming, they would not be kept in cultivation. In

England, strictly speaking, we have little or no land that does not

pay rent ; for, from the remains of the feudal system, all wastes

belong to the lords of manors, and those who already possess the

adjoining lands. But it is still true, that the price of produce is

governed by the expense required to raise it, on the worst soils

cultivated, with the addition of a rent. For as proprietors of waste

lands are seldom farmers, they can receive no benefit from their

cultivation, until the price of produce becomes so high, as to pay
not only the usual profit of farming, but a rent also.

As, with every step taken in the cultivation of inferior soils, the

rent paid to the landlords increases, the situation of the other

classes of the community becomes worse j for it operates with

respect to them, as if the whole land in the country deteriorated,

and became as barren as the worst soil that is cultivated.'

' " Taxes upon the necessaries of life liavp. nearly the same effect upon the

circumstances of the people as a poor soil and a bad climate. Provisions are

thereby rendered rii arer, in the same manner »s if it required extraordinary

labor and expense to raise ihem."—"Such taxes, wlieu they have grown
up to a certain height, are a curse < qual to ihe barrenness of the earth and
the inclemency of the hcavens."—Smith's Wealth of Nations, Book iv.

chap. a.

Now, laws that, by raising the price of corn, cause inferior soils to be
cnltivated, operate, to all intents and purposes, as taxes on the necessaries ot

life, which they raise neariv or nuite 30 per cent, in this country. When t hey

VOL. XVII. *

Pam. NO. XXXIV. 2 G
"
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Under these circumstances, it cannot be matter of surprise, that

the landed interest should be anxious for restrictions, or any mea-
sures that are ca'culated to raise the price of raw produce, as it

most decidedly benefits them ; but it is not easy to account for the

clamours of those, who are merely occupiers of the soil ; for high

prices, being the cause ofhigh rents, are injurious to them. When
fertile land can be had for little or nothing, the result to the far-

mer must be high profits, and to the laborer high wages, as is the

case in the United States of America at present. But, as we hare
already seen, when land of a second rate quality is taken into cuU
tiration, the farmer, who cultivates that of the first rate, has to

pay a part of the produce of it to another, in the shape of rent j

and also on second rate, when that of a still inferior quality is taken

into cultivation. It is obvious, that, when no rent is paid for the

best land, the whole produce is divided between the farmer and his

laborers } but when a rent is paid, they only receive a part, and at

every gradation, in cultivating inferior soils, their share grows less.

As the laborers in agriculture have not, for a long time back, had
greater wages than were absolutely necessary to supply them with

the necessaries of life, they must still continue to receive nearly

their former share, either in the form of wages, or parochial relief,

however barren the soils cultivated ; consequently, the farmer's

profits will be reduced. But the cultivation of inferior soils

lowers the profits of farming upon another principle.

In all countries there is a general rate of profits of stock, and if it

should be higher in one occupation than in another, capital will be

withdrawn from that employment where profits are low, and em-
ployed in that in which they are higher. When we come to treat

of the effect of the high price of agricultural produce on commerce
and manufactures, we shall find that it operates to reduce profits to

the lowest possible rate at which people will continue to employ
their capital in trade. And though I do not think with Mr.
Ricardo, that capital removes immediately from agriculture to

trade, or from trade to agriculture, or even from one trade to

another, yet there is no doubt but a very few years equalises

their profits. For if the farmer himself should not be dis-

posed to turn merchant or manufacturer, or the tradesman

to become a farmer, yet, if the profits, in one of these occu-

pations were greater than in the other, it is most probable that

both would bring up their sons to the more profitable employ-

have made the soil as barren, to the great mass of the population, whether
citgaged ill ajzrictiiturc or nianufactmes, as the worst land cultivated, the

addiuoii of the taxes to the state renders it nearly as barren as ihe deserts of
Arabia; and the increase of pauperism, misery, and crime, is the naturai

consequence.
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ment; and thus, by increasing the competition In the one and

diminishing it in the other, make them equal. For the profits of

farming, as well as of trade, depend on competition ; for if there

are more farms to let than therf* are people disposed to take them,

the profits of farming will be high ; but if the number of people

wanting farms be greater than the nu nber of f<irms to be rented,

the profits of farming will be low. So that if produce sell for a

high price, the rent will be high also, and the farmer will only re-

ceive the general rate of profit which is obtained in other occupa-

tions.

Before we proceed to examine into the effect which restrictions

on the importation of agricultural produce, by raising its price,

have upon the situation of the laborer, it is necessary to explain

the difl^erence between the natural and market price of labor, as

it is of the utmost importance to the clear understanding of this

subject.

" The natural price of labor is that price which Is necessary to

enable laborers, one with another, to subsist, and to perpetuate

their race, without either increase or diminution."'

Though the wages of labor are paid in money, yet the natural

price does not depend upon the quantity of money which the

laborer receives, but upon the quantity of corn, and other neces-

saries, which that money will purchase, and which habit and the

custom of the country have rendered necessary to his support. The
natural price of labor will therefore rise, with every rise in the

price of food, and other necessaries, and fall with their fall.

The market price of labor, on the contrary, depen^^s upon the

supply and demand, like that of every other article. If th.-reare

more laborers than there is employment for, labor vi ill be cheap,

even when the natural price of it is high. On the contrary, when
the demand for labor is greater than the supply of laborers, the

market price of labor will be high, though the natural price be

low.

As the natural and market price of labor depend upon totally

distinct causes, it does not follow that what raises the natural, will

raise the market price also. On the contrary, when the advance 6f

the natural price of labor is caused by artificial means, I believe it

uniformly tends to diminish, and not to increase the market price.

That such is the efFect on manufactures, there can be no doubt,

and there is every reason to believe that it Is the same in agricul-

ture. For, if the laborer still received the same share of the pro-

dace, and the landlord a greater, there would be nothing left fot

the farmer. The high price of labor will therefore cause tlie

' Ricjirdy on Holilical Economy, 5<c p. 90.
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farmer to cultivate his land with as few men as possible, and to

substitute the labor of horses and machinery in their place.

This would throw many laborers out of employment, and cause

such a competition amongst them, as would reduce the market

price of labor to what it was before the natural price was raised,

or perhaps still lower. On examination, we shall find that this has

been the precise effect.

Agricultural produce, for the last twenty-five years, has borne

a much higher price than at any former period, and small farms,

which require more hands, in proportion to their produce, have

almost disappeared. To throw two, three, or more farms into one,

and, by this means, to raise the greatest possible quantity of pro-

duce, with the fewest hands, has become a regular system. The
partial encouragement given to the employment of labor in cul-

tivating inferior soils, has been by no means sufficient to counter-

balance this effect, and, in consequence, the wages of the laborer

have become totally inadequate to the supply of himself and fami-

ly with the necessaries of life.

Writers on political economy tell us, that if the natural price

of labor is higher than the market price, the laborers will dimin-

ish so rapidly, as, in a short time, to make the supply of them
only equal to the demand for their labor, and thus equalise the

natural and market price. But this does not apply to a country

where there are poor laws similar to ours ; and even where there

are none, it is only the ultimate, and not the immediate effect, for

the poor will undergo great privations and sufferings without their

number being sensibly diminished.

From a statement given by Mr. Barton, it appears, that the na-

tural price of labor, in agriculture, has been increasing in so much
greater a ratio than the market price, ever since the year 174-2—^

that a week's wages, which would, from that year to 1752, pur-

chase 102 pints of wheat, would, from 1800 to 1808, purchase

only GO pints, though the money wages, in that interval, had in-

creased from 6s. to lis. per week.' As every person in England

has a legal right to support, the difference between the natural and

market price of labor, has been made up in the form of parochial

relief.

As, with every advance in the price of the necessaries of life,

the poor-rates have become greater, the agriculturist now contends

that the support of the poor is become so heavy, it is necessary

that the price of his produce should be augmented, to enable him
to support that burden. So that, according to this argument, wc
are to increase the cause in order to alleviate the effect.

* Barton on the Condition of the Laboring Classes, p. 2(5.
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It has been common, with Lord Sheffield and many othet

writers, to inveigh bitterly against trade and manufactures, as if

they were the cause of there being so many poor for the agricul-

turist to support. But a writer, who is a firm friend to restrictions,

has had the candour to give the following opinion upon the subject

:

" Let us, however, premise, that the case is usually stated much
too strongly against manufactures, as if the landed proprietor al-

ways suffered by their introduction. If this be so, whence comes
the unparalleled rise in the value of land in Lancashire and the

West Riding of Yorkshire .'* Whence the numerous purchasers who
have become freeholders to the amount of 30,000 in Lancashire,

and half as many in the West Riding, and who, taken in the aggre-

gate, pay the larger portion of the poor-rates necessary to their re-

spective districts."'

To the justness of these remarks, as far as they go, no objection

can be made by those who are acquainted with the facts.

Though it is a lamentable thing, and what must be the source

of great evil to this country, yet it is a fact, that a very considera-

ble part of the population is reduced to a state of pauperism. The
cause of this extreme poverty in the lower classes is, that they

have not only to pay a very considerable portion of the taxes, im-

posed upon many articles of indispensable necessity to them, but,

in the advanced price of agricultural produce, occasioned by re-

strictions on its importation, they also pay the taxes which ought

to fall upon the land owner ; and a very heavy additional tax, which
he, and not the state, receives. The other parts of the communi-
ty are not so much affected by the high price of produce, for it

bears a less proportion to their other expenses -, and, as it rather

tends to diminish than to increase the demand for labor, they are

enabled to throw a part of their share of that additional tax on the

poor laborer. For he has no other resource but either to work
or starve, and m.ust submit to such a reduction in the price of his

labor as his superiors think proper. Under these circumstances,

to abolish the poor-laws, or even to make any alteration in them,

which would diminish their power of alleviating the distress of the

laboring classes, would be to consign these classes to destruction •,

for what they receive in the shape of parochial relief is only what,

in justice, should be paid to them in the form of wages.

I grant, that it is the most pernicious manner in which wages

can be paid •, for as the laborer can no longer procure bread for

himself and family, he is forced to have recourse to the parish ; and

with his independence, loses every stimulus to exertion, and be-

» Quurttilv Review, No. XXXVI. p. 284.
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COtties careless, dJsisolute, and improvident ', in fact, it adds the

vices of the slave to the licentiousness of the freeman. It is to

this source, and to the distressed condition of the lower classes, gen-

erally, occasioned by the natural price of labor being so much great-

er than the market price, that a great part of the increase of crime

may be attributed ; and those benevolent persons, who have devot-

ed so much time; to the amelioration and improvement of the situa-

tion of the criminal poor, should be aware, that, so long as this system

is continued, crime will be generated much faster than it can be

removed. For I cordially agree with Mr. Malthus, (though I

think his system calculated to produce the exact contrary effect)

that " the objectof those, who really wish to better the condition

of the lower classes of society, must be to raise the relative propor-

tion between the price of labor and the price of provisions, so as

to enable the laborer to command a larger share of the necessaries

and comforts of life."

'

There is only one argument that I have seen advanced in fa*

vor of restrictions on the importation of agricultural produce,

which appears to me to have any weight, and that is, rendering

this country independent of foreign nations for a supply of the

necessaries of life.^

A stale of things, similar to the continental system established

by Buonaparte, seems very unlikely again to occur. And even

under his management, when the whole of Europe seemed at his

command, and the United States of America, as if acting in con-

cert with him, excluded us from her ports, his decrees were elu-

ded or suspended, and we received supplies of corn from France

herself. Indeed, we have already experienced its worst effects, for

it is allowed on all hands, that at the commencement of the last

war, we did not grow corn enough for our own consumption, and

though we had to encounter the continental system, which requir-

ed a greater power to enforce it than was ever before exercised by

one man, and which, it is probable, no other man will ever acquire,

yet we came out of the conflict triumphant. So far from the mu-
tual dependence of one nation upon another being an evil, it pro-

duces the greatest benefits to society ; and it was owing to such

mutual dependence that we were enabled to come out of that war
with so much glory.

' Essay <)i> Population, Vol. III. p. 111.

* It is on thi- i;r<iiind principally, thiit Mr. Malthas defends a system of

restrictions; Imt t-ven admitting his argument to be true, it would follow,

that all the (axes otii^ht in justice to be paid by landlords, as the other clas-

ses pay more ilian tlieir proportion of them, in the high price of produce
which restrictions are the cause of, »ud which the liiodholder eventually re-

ceives in the form of rent.
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Hussiai accustomed to find a market for the surplus productions

of her soil in this country, and to receive, in return for them,
articles which use had rendered indispensable, though none of

them were provisions, chose to brave all the evils which Buona-
parte, in the plenitude of his power, could inflict upon her, rather

than adhere to his continental system. Such was her need of that

intercourse, that sooner than be without it, she entered into a con-

test, terrible beyond all former ones, where there seemed every

thing to fear, and little to hope ; and suffered her cities to be
destroyed, and her country to be wasted. Favored by the ele-

ments, she came out of this conflict victorious, and overturned

that colossal power, which seemed fated to destroy every vestige of

independence in Europe.

Would it not, then, be the height of folly to deny ourselves of

apresent good, in the anticipation of a future, a remote, and an im-

probable evil ? The more so, as we have found by experience, that

if \re are dependent on other nations for produce, they are equally

dependent on us for a market. Let us also hope, that this mutual
dependence of nations, professing the Christian religion, will, in

time, induce them to give over the trade of war, and that they will

cease to destroy each other, in express opposition to its precepts.

Dr. A. Smith, supposing that whatever raised the natural

price of labor would also raise the market price, and that the

usual rate of profits of stock would still be obtained, concluded,

that high prices, though they occasioned high rents, did not benefit

the landed proprietor ; for what he received in high rents, on the

one hand, he would have to pay in the high prices of commodi-
ties on the other. This opinion was the consequent of the idea

which he entertained, that corn possessed a real intrinsic value,

in itself, which could not be regulated by that of any other com-
modity, but that it, in reality, regulated the price of every other

article. According to this theory, to say that corn is dear, is equi-

valent to saying that money is cheap. But if money really be-

came cheaper, it would exchange for a less quantity of hardware,

cotton goods, and other articles, as well as corn, which is not the

case.

Mr. Ricardo has clearly shown, that a rise in the natural price

of labor, or, what is the same thing, the price of the articles

on which the laborer lives, will not raise the price of commodi-
ties in which the quantity of labor is not increaseti. For, as all

commodities would still require the same relative quantity of la-

bor to produce them, they would be equally affected by a rise in

its price, and the same quantity of each would still exchange for

the same quantity of the other, and of money, as before. The
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value of gold and silver, like that of all other articles, depends on
the quantity of labor required to raise them from the mine, and
bring them to market. So that, if the mines were in this country,

they would be affected in the same ratio as the other products of

labor. Nor is the argument less applicable because they are fo-

reign productions, for if our goods were to rise, in consequence of

the advance in the price of corn, foreigners would buy fewer of

them, and consequently we should be able to import less of the

.precious metals, which would raise their value, and restore the

equilibrium between them and the other products of labor.

So that restrictions on the importation of agricultural produce
only enhance its price, because more labor and more capital is

required to raise it on inferior soils, so that its real, as well as its

market price, is advanced.

That the price of manufactured articles is not advanced, in this

country, by a rise in the price of agricultural produce, we shall

be able to show by a more practical deduction than Mr. Ricardo's,

although there does not appear to be any reason to doubt the truth

of his theory.

We may divide manufactures into three classes.

1st. Those in which both the raw material, and the corn

consumed by the laborer, during the time he is converting them
into goods, are the produce of this country.

2d. Such, in which the raw material alone, is Imported, and
the corn is the growth of this country.

3d. Those articles, where both the raw material and the corn

are imported.

When we export the first kind of manufactures, where both

the raw material and the corn are the growth of this country,

it is simply exporting agricultural produce in another form. If it

be woollen goods, for instance, it is exporting a small quantity

of wool, and a larger quantity of corn, in the form of cloth.

When we import the raw material, as cotton, and manufac-

ture it into muslins, or any other fabrics, and export them, it is

simply re-exporting the cotton, with a large quantity of corn at-

tached to it, which the laborer had consumed, while employed in

the different processes of the manufacture.

It is obvious then, that exporting agricultural produce, in the

form of manufactures, must greatly benefit agriculture ; for, if

it were not reduced into this portable form, the produce itself

must be exported, to exciiange for the few foreign articles which

in that case we should be able to purchase. If the raw material,

and the corn, or either of them, is sold at higher prices in this

than in the countries to which they are exported, in the shape

of manufactures, it is virtually exporting produce from a country

where it is dear, to countries where it is cheap.
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If both the raw material, and the corn, of which manufactured

articles are made, were sufFered to be imported duty free, it

would benefit, and not injure the country. For that part of

the population engaged in their manufacture, would have

to pay their share of the taxes, and would provide a market

for the produce of the home agriculturist, in the most plentiful

seasons, and at higher prices, than what the foreign farmer could

obtain, by all the expenses attendant on its importation. It

should also be kept in mind, that though we import a small

quantity of agricultural produce, yet we export much more

than any other country in the world, in the form of manufac-

tures.

It has been before observed, that, during part of the late war,

we were, in a great measure, prevented from importing raw pro-

duce, and the price of that of our own growth was consequently

greatly enhanced. As foreign trade, during most of that period,

was in a prosperous state, it has been contended, that the exporta-

tion of marufactures is not much affected by the high price of

raw produce. But as manufactures are nothing more than agri-

cultural produce, in another form, ' whatever raises the price of

produce must also raise their natural price. If their market price

is also advanced, it will diminish the demand for them ; and if

it is not advanced, it must injure the manufacturer. But there

were other causes operating at that time, which more than

counterbalanced that disadvantage. We have already alluded

to the principal one, viz. by being masters of the sea, we had

the monopoly of many markets. And when we add to this the

immense expenditure of Government, for manufactures for the

army and navy ; the great sums expended in supporting troops

abroad, or paid to foreign powers in subsidies, the reason of the

great demand for our manufactures is explained. For in fact,

the money necessary for the support of our troops abroad, and

paid in subsidies, could only be exported in the form of manufac-

tures.

' " For thous^h neither the nirfe produce, nor even the coarse manufac-
ture, could, witlioia the greatest iHHiculty, support the expence of a consi-

dcriiblc laud carriage, the refined and improved manufacture easily may.
In a small hulk it frequently contains the price of a great quantity of rude

produce. A piece of fine clotti, for example, which weighs only eighty

pounds, contains in it the price, not only of eighty pounds weight of wool,

but Sometimes of several tiiousaiid weight of corn, the maintenance of the

different working people, and of their immediate employers. The corn

which could witli difficulty have Icen cariied al)road in its own shape, i$

in this manner virtually exported in that ot the coniphlc nianutarture,

and may easily be sent to the remotest turners of the world." Wealth of

X^Jalions, book 3d, chap. 3d.
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The exchange also was so favorable to persons wanting to

pay for goods to this country, that, in Spain, Portugal, and Sicily,

they could frequently purchase for 100/. a bill upon London, for

130/. or 140/.; and which, to a certain extent, was the case in

other parts of Europe, and consequently reduced the price of our

manufactures to the consumers.

The revolution in France had ruined its manufactures, and the

military turn it gave to a great part of the population there, pre-

vented their revival. The state of war and confusion, which took

place in different parts of the continent, had a similar effect on

the manufacturing establishments of other states. The exclusion

of British manufactures, which was to a considerable degree ef-

fected by the continental system of Buonaparte, had, however,

favored the growth of domestic manufactures so much, that, on
the conclusion of the war, it was found they had arrived at con-

siderable perfection. So that, when peace was made, and our

manufacturers poured immense quantities of goods into the

continf^nt, expecting to find a ready sale for them, they found

the markets were fully supplied with goods, nearly, or quite

equal in quality, and at much lower prices than British goods

could be afforded. The French also sent their woollen and other

goods into Sicily, and other parts of the Mediterranean, at prices,

lower by 20 or 30 per cent, than our merchants could afford

similar goods. This closed the demand for our manufactures,

except at prices ruinous to the exporter, and produced that com-
plete stagnation in trade, which took place in 1815 and 1816.

It has been asserted, that the cause of the distress amongst

manufacturers, at that time, was the suffering state of agriculture

in this country, which no doubt added to the effect ; but that it

was not the cause, is evident, from the distress being much greater

in those parts, which depended upon the foreign, than in those

where the principal dependence was on the home, market.

Mr. Malthus, who certainly understands his subject better

than any other writer in favor of restrictions, not being able to

deny the bad effects which the high price of the necessaries of

life has upon the exportation of manufactures, endeavours to ob-

viate that objection. He argues, that *< a large class of the expor-

table commodities of a commercial country, are either articles in

a considerable degree peculiar to the country and its dependen-

cies, or such as have been produced by superior capital and ma-
chinery."'

There is none of the raw materials of our principal manufac-

tures, that is peculiar to tliis country, or its colonies ; and with the

' Eisi) an Fopulatioi), Vol. II. p.440.
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exception of long combing wool, and, perhaps, in a less degree,

coarse clothing wool, none that is superior to those of other

countries.

Lord S. effield, in his annual statement at the Lewes wool fair,

in lsl6, .ifter expressing his fears for the iron-trade, says, " I

also fear we have surpassed the demmd for our cottui manufac-
tures, which are much increased in many parts or Europe," and
afterwards adds, *' Besides, it should be observed, that there are

already < xc^llent manufactures of wool in several parts of Europe
;

particularly ui Germany the manufacture is improving very much,
and becoming much more extensive."

Indei-d, it is notorious, that the manufacturers on the Con-
tinent of Europe possess the same machinery that we do, and
have already attained a considerable degree of perfection in its use,

and are hourly improving, being fostered and protected by their

respective governments, with the greatest care and attention.

Now, as manufactures are nothing but agricultural produce

in another shape, with every increase in the price of that pro-

duce, the natural or cost price of them, will be increased But
it is evident, that whatever may be the natural price of our

manufactures, when we send them to a foreign market they

will only sell for the price at which similar articles of do-

mestic mami/acture, or imported Jrom other countrie^^ can be

bought. So that, instead of the market price being increased,

there is every reason to believe that it will every day become
lower, from the increased competition of foreign manufactures.

At present, some millions of our population are totally de-

pendent on foreign trade for support, and we export our manu-
factures, of almost every kind, to every nation on the globe,

' It is only upon the principle that our. wool is of a peculiar kind, and
superior in quality, for certain purposes, to that grown on the Continent,

that the prohibition to its expdriaiion can be defended. If its exportation

was proliihited, merely to enable the British manufacturer to buy it at

* lower price than wool of a similar qimliiy sold for abroad, it would be
an act of as great injustice to the landed interest, as restrictions on the

importation of agricultural produce, are to tlie other parts of the community.
But as all sorts of wool, that are ckumuoii to Europe, sell for liigher price=v

in thi'i, than in any other country, if our wool does not possess some qua-
lity which foreign wool does not, if the laws, prohibiting its exportatiori,

were repealed, foreigners would not buy it ; for articles are not exported
from countries where they are dear, to those where they arc cheap, but the

reverse.

Dr. A. Smith does hot show his usual sagacity, when he attributes the

depreciation in the price of wool, estimated in wheat, smce the time of

¥^dwarrt Ilf. to the prohibition of it- exputlaiiou, and the permission to

!mport it, duly free, from other countries; fur it is not in ttii« coumry only
that it has fallen in price, but in tfie Netherlands, to which we formerly

exported it, and in every other state in Europe it has done the same.
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which will admit them. ' The price, then, which can be ob-

tained in the foreign, will govern the price in the home, market.

For, as Dr. A.Smith observes^—"Those manufactures which

can be exported to other European countries without a bounty,

can be very httle affected by the freest importation of foreign

goods. Such manufactures must be sold as cheap abroad as any

other foreign goods of the same quality and kind, and consequently

must be sold cheaper at home."
This must be evident upon another principle.

For, if the manufacturer for the home, could obtain higher

profits than were obtained by those who manufactured for a fo-

reign, market, more capital would be employed in those for the

home market, until the profits were equalised.

This shows the fallacy of the argument, so frequently made use

of, that, as our manufacturers have the monopoly of the home mar-

ket secured to them by law, it is only fair that the agriculturist

should have a similar monopoly for his produce. For it is clear

that, 60 long as we continue to manufacture for foreign markets,

this monopoly can neither benefit the manufacturer nor injure the

agriculturist j because manufactured articles must sell for a less price

in this than in foreign countries.^

If, by any means, that part of the population employed in foreign

trade should be destroyed, then it might raise the market price of

manufactures to their natural price. But, whatever destroyed that

part of the population, would also reduce the price of agricultural

produce, for it is solely owing to the existence of that body that it

sells for more in this than in any other country.

It is, therefore, perfectly clear, that if the price of agricultural

produce in this country was increased four-fold, so long as we ma-
nufacture for foreigners, the price of manufactured articles would
not advance. It follows then that whatever restrictions give to

the landed interest, they take from the other parts of the commu-

' The number of persons dependent on the foreign trade has been calcu-

lated as Jow as 500,000, and as high as 4 millions. But the number, which
1 believe to be from 2 to 3 niillions, doe? not affect the argument; for so

long as we continue to manufacture for foreign nations, the wages, which
can be obtained by the laborers in those manufactures, will govern the

wages that can he obtained in preparing similar articles for the home mar-
ket, and, eventually, even in agriculture, upon the same principle as that

which equalises profits.

^ Tiie laws pmhibiiing the importation of foreign manufactures into this

country, are in a great measure obsolete, and do not apply to its present

.state. They can no more operate to benefit the British manufacturer, than

a law passed in Poland, to prohibit the impurlalion of wheat, could benefit

the Polish fanner.
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nity. Indeed, this is one reason, which Mr. Mahhus gives, for

their adoption.

« A country, says he, which so restricts the importation of fo-

reign corn, as on the average to grow its own supplies, and to im-

port merely in periods of casrcity, is not only certain of spreading

every invention in manufactures and every particular advantage it

may possess from its colonies or general commerce on the land, and
thus fixing them to the spot and rescuing them from accidents ;

but is necessarily exempt from those violent and distressing convul-

sions of property which almost unavoidably arise from the coin-

cidence of a general war, and an insufficient home supply of

corn."'

Lest I should be accused of quoting unfairly, I have given the

whole of the paragraph, though I confess I do not clearly under-

stand the latter part of it, but the meaning of the former part can-

not well be misunderstood. It is simply this, that whatever pro-

fits are made by trade, they are not to be enjoyed by those, by
whose skill and industry they were acquired, but, by means of re-

strictions, are to be given to others, who have done nothing towards

their acquisitio.n Mr. Malthus has discovered, that, in countries

where there are bad and oppressive laws, or no laws at all, people

will not labor for more than the wants of the passing day •, that,

where a man is not sure of reaping the fruits of his industry, there

will be no accumulation of property -, and consequently, if a bad

harvest occurs, a famine must take place. He is pleased to consi-

der this as population pressing against the means of subsistence ;

but he will find that, in this country, when our merchants and ma-
nufacturers cease to receive the reward of their industry, they will

also cease to labor, and will leave the land owner to acquire pro-

perty for himself.

It is not true, however, that what is taken from the merchant and
manufacturer, by restrictions on the importation of agricultural

produce, is secured upon the land ; for we have seen, that it goes

to the landlord in the shape of rent, and is generally spent in sup-

porting unproductive labor, in buying foreign luxuries, or even in

worse purposes, though it is taken from the profits of stock, the

fund which employs labor, and even from the wages of labor itself.

For though Mr. Malthus, as well as Mr. Ricardo, seems to think

that the market price of labor will advance, with the natural price>

it is still clearer in manufactures, than in agriculture, that such is not

the effect. In a country like this, where so large a proportion of

its population is engaged in manufacturing for foreign markets, the

people so employed furnish a market, not only for the produce of

' Essay on Population, Vol. IF. p. 603.
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the agriculturist, but for each other's articles also. Now it must
be self-evident, that, as none of them will receive more for their

goods than they did before the price of .igricultur J produce was
advanced, the more they have to give for food, the less they will

have ti> expend for clothing. And, as the high price of agricultural

produce benefits landlords only, the effect will be the same on those

employed in agriculture.

But this is not all ; for, as the whole of foreign trade is, strictly

speaking, a system of barter, if we refuse to take the produce of

foreign countries, they cannot take ours. Mr. Malthus truly says, " It

is impossible to sell very largely without being able ro buy very large-

ly i
and no country can buy very largely in whicM the working classes

are not in such a state as to be able to purchase foreign commodities.*''

Now, every person at all conversant with the situation of the

working classes of this country, must be perfectly aware, that they

have not the means, generally speaking, of even acquiring bread,

and consequently have it not in their power to purchase scarcely

any foreign article but corn. And I have no hesitation in asserting,

that agricultural produce is the most beneficial article for the na-

tion that can be imported j for a foreign trade, confined merely

to the importation of luxuries, must be injurious ; for it is giving

our manufactures for articles which we could do without, and

frequently had better be without.

It therefore appears clear, that restrictions will not increase

the demand for labor ; and, consequently, that the wages of la-

bor cannot advance. The practice will be found to corroborate

the theory.

The wages of labor, in most of our manufactures, but more
particularly in the cotton and iron trades, are not higher than they

were thirty years ago, when the price of the necessaries of life wa»
not more than two thirds of what it is now. It is supposed, that

there are at least half a million of cotton weavers, whose sufFeringi

and privations, for several years back, have been dreadful. In the

month of January, 1817, Mr. Brougham calculated that their

average wages did not amount tb more than ^s. 3^d. per week.jFrom

the most accurate information, which extensive inquiries enabled

me to obtain, in the month of January, 1818, they did not amount
to more than 5s. per week. Since that time they have turned out

for an increase of wages, to which their masters partially agreed,

but a great part of the advance, if not the whole, has since been

taken ofF.^ For their masters had it not in their power to continue

' Essay on Population, vol. III. j) 418.
^ At present, March, 1819, the distress, from want of employment, and

low wages, is understood lc» be a* great, if not greater, tbac at any fbrraer

period. •>..,. . > r^; .
.
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it ; for except they would take a certain price for their goods, far

below what they could have been afforded at, if the natural price

of the labor had been paid, there was no sale for them. At
Wolverhampton, it is understood, that a large proportion of the

laboring population are upon the parish books, as paupers, though
in full employment.

If such be the case at present, when from the bad harvest of

1816, corn has been dear abroad, as well as here, and its importa-

tion consequently permitted, what will it be, when the present ]aw
operates to shut the ports, andby rendering it difficult to obtain

returns for our manufactures,either lessens the demand for them
or lowers their price .?

I have before given an extract from the Quarterly Review,
showing that manufactures do not injure the landed proprietor,

by increasing the poor-rates. But it cannot be said, that the landed

proprietor does not injure the manufacturer in that way ; for we
have seen, that what is taken from one part of the population, by
restrictions on the importation of raw produce, goes to the land-

lord in the shape of rent. As it increases the natural price of la-

bor, and not the market price, the laborer is forced to have his

wages made up to him in the form of parochial relief. And thus

a great part of what the inhabitants of large manufacturing towns,

such as Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, &c. pay in poor-rates,

is virtually paid to the land owner. As the whole of the poor-rates

are paid by the trading population of these places, amongst whom
there are no farmers, the land cannot, strictly speaking, be said to

pay any part of them.

In the country districts, which are the seat of manufactures, it

is the same ; for the rent paid for barren soils which, without trade,

would not pay for cultivation, is greater than any person, employed
solely in agriculture, could afford to give, it being generally from
fifty shillings to six pounds per acre.

That the depreciation in the price of labor we have described,

is not the effect of domestic competition, is very clear. If it was,

goods would soon become totally unsaleable, at any price j for every'

depreciation of the price of labor causes a great increase of the

quantity of goods manufactured.' But, at a certain price, any
quantity of them can be sold, and above that price there is no sale

for them. This price is that which enables our merchants to sell

' When the laborer in manufactures has good wages, he will not work
more than from eiglrt to ten hours per day, and perhaps do little or nothing
on one or two days in the week. But at pres-ent he is obliged to labor six-

teen or eighteen hours each day, and cannot afford to lose any time. So
that it is highly probable that diminishing wages one half, increases the

quantity of goods niaaufactured one third.
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their goods in foreign countries, at a lower price than that at which
they can be afforded by their own manufacturers.

Restrictions, then, though they raise the natural price of labor,,

do not increase the market price, but tend to diminish it, both by

discouraging foreign trade and decreasing the home consumption
of manufactures. Consequently, the market price of manufactured
commodities is so much lower than it could be if the natural price

of the labor employed in their preparation was paid, that the

wages of the laborer are no longer sufficient to supply himself

and his family with the necessaries of life.

Besides articles of food, the agriculturists pray, that several of

the raw materials for our manufactures, or articles of indispensable

use in them, as flax, wool, hemp, tallow, &c. should have heavy

duties laid on their importation.

It is proposed, that a tax of Is. per pound should be imposed on
the importation of all foreign wool ; but not with the intention of

raising a revenue by it, but to increase the price of wool of our
own growth, to an equal amount. Now, as wool already sells in

this country for higher prices than it does abroad, by all the ex-

penses attendant on its importation, if, in addition, a tax of Is.

per pound is to be imposed, it is doubtful, whether the foreigner

could not convert it into cloth, and sell it for a less price, even in

that state, than the wool alone would cost in this country. I have

already shown, from Lord Sheffield, that the woollen manufacture

is in a fiorishing and improving state, in many parts of the Con-
tinent, and the progress it has made, since 1816, is very great.

The merchants of the United States of America already import

considerable quantities of woollens from France and Holland.

America is the principal market for our woollens, and, wii/iout a

tax on 'mooly if the corn laws continue, she will every year import

less from us, and more from them. A tax would not only ope-

rate to raise the price of wool here, for a time, but it would lower

it to the foreign manufacturer, by decreasing the demand for it in

those markets in which we have hitherto been the principal

buyers.

The reasons given, in favor of a tax on the importation of wool,

are similar to those in favor of restrictions on other agricultural

produce, and to enter fully into them would be to repeat the same

arguments.

For the principal one is, that without high prices for his pro-

duce, the farmer cannot pay his taxes. But how is ruining the

manufacturer, who has hitherto bought his produce at higher

prices than it sells for in any other country in the world, to enable

him to pay them I For every tax, of which the agriculturist com-
plains so much, presses upon the poor clothier, with, at least,
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equal seventy, and It is totally impossible that he should continue

to pay, not only the taxes, which ought to be paid by the landed

interest, but have still heavier ones imposed upon him, to go into

the pocket of the land proprietor. For, if the price of the wool,

as well as of the corn, contained in a piece of cloth, is to be raised,

to enable (as they say) the farmer to pay his taxes, it ought to be

charged in the price of the cloth. But it unfortunately happens,

that, without any tax upon wool, it is with the utmost difficulty

our cloth can support a competition with that of the foreign ma-
nufacturer. So that, if we continue to export that article, its

price cannot advance, even in the home market. If then a tax be

imposed on the importation of foreign wool, it will totally

ruin our woollen manufacture ; for the raw material will bear so

large a proportion to the value of the cloth, that it will not leave,

even that miserable pittance for, the laborer, which is still ob-

tained by the weaver of cotton goods.

As we grow a much larger quantity of wool than is required to

supply both the home and colonial markets, when we can no long-

er export it in the form of cloth, it will have to be exported in

its raw state. For I feel no hesitation in asserting, that, whether
a tax be imposed on the importation of foreign wool, or not, its

permanent price in this country will be governed by the price it

sells for on the Continent. So long as we can keep the lead in the

woollen manufacture, which, without a tax, will be difficult to do
for any length of time ; so long will our growers receive more for

their wool by all the expences attendant on the importation of

foreign wool. But if a tax be imposed, it. will be no longer pos-

sible to export woollen cloth, and they must sell their wool for as

much less, as the expences attending its exportation amount to.

For instead of the emigration of our manufacturers being prohi-

bited, as at present, those now engaged in preparing articles for

foreign markets, will have to be exported at the public expence,

along with the wool, or kept as paupers at home.' For though,
if we once lose the trade, we shall never be able to regain it, yet

the same quantity of wool will still be grown, and the same quan-
tity of cloth wanted ; the only difference will be, that, instead of

' Since tMs pamphlet was published, a duty of 6d. per lb. has been
imposed on the importation of foreign wool, and the result confirms the
truth of the above view of its probiible effects ; for it has not raised the price

of wtKjl as Us promoters expected, but, on the contrary, depressed it; for it

is now lower than it has been fur the last 30 years, whilst the number of
cloths manufactured is much dimiui'^htd, and the sufferings of the manu-
facturers in that branch of trade E-reatly increased.

VOL. XVII. Vam. NO. XXXIV. 2H
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the cloth being manufactured in this country, it will be manufaci-

tured oh the continents of Europe and America.
As the arguments, which apply to wool, equally apply to flax,

hemp, &c., it is not necessary to consider them separately^

Though T cannot agree with Mr. Ricardo, that the market price of

labor will rise with the natural price, yet there can be no doubt, but

a rise in the price of the necessaries of life reduces the profits of

stock.' But to show how totally inadequate the profits of the

manufacturer are, to make up the difference between the natural

and market price of labor, no trade can be selected, that will make
it clearer, than the cotton manufacture. We will suppose, that,

without any restrictions on importation, the average price of wheat
would be 50s. but that, by their operation, it is raised to SOs. per

quarter. It is evident, that the weaver of cotton goods, with his

present rate of wages, cannot aiFord to buy more than the mere
necessaries of life ; and we naay suppose that the natural price of

his labor is raised in the proportion that corn is advanced. But,

as under any circumstances he must use some articles, which ,will

not be immediately affected by the price of corn, instead of three-

eighths, we will say, the natural price of labor is advanced one-fourth.

Now, in the manufacture of calicoes, one of the largest branches of

the cotton trade, the master generally buys the yarn ready spun,

and gives it out to the weaver, who receives from 2s. 6d. to 4s. or

Ss. per piece, for the weaving j and will weave one or two pieces

per week. The value of a piece, when woven, varies from 10s. to

20s. or more, and the master sells them immediately, in the state

he receives them from the weaver. Under these circumstances,

he cannot return his capital less than from 10 to 20 times, in the

course of the year. When trade was better than it is now, it is

not probable, that, on an average, he made more than 15 per cent.

}

and of late, it is not likely that he has made more than from 8 to

10 per cent, per annum on that capital. Now, if the whole of this

profit was given to the laborer, it could only alleviate his sufferings

in a very trifling degree.

There is no doubt, but an advance in the natural price of labor

always reduces profits to the lowest possible rate, at which the

manufacturer will be induced to continue to employ his capital

and his time in trade. For, on every temporary demand for

goods, the workmen naturally ,combine to obtain wages adequate

to the support of themselves and families, and, by these means,
frequently induce the masters to give higher wages than they can

afford. But, if money employed in trade, where the trouble is

great and the risk not small, ceases to pay 8 or 10 per cent, per

annum, (and I do not think it averages more, in this country, at
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present,) it will not be employed in business : but the merchants

and manufacturers will withdraw their capitals, and either live

upon the interest of them at home, or, what is more probable,

remove them to countries where they can be more advantageously

employed. For the love of profit, in most tradesmen, is at least

as strong as the love of their country.

It is evident then, that restrictions on the importation of agri-

cultural produce, advance the natural, but not the market price, of

labor, and consequently reduce the working classes to a state of

pauperism •, that they lessen the profits of stock, and, of course,

injure all persons engaged in mercantile, manufacturing, and agri-

cultural pursiijts, and operate upon all these classes, as if the

whole of the land in the country had become as barren as the

worst soils cultivated.

It also appears, that, what restrictions take from the other parts

of the community, they give to the landed proprietors, who, per-

haps, do not amount to one in a thousand of the whole population.

For, after a war undertaken for the avowed purpose of preserving

property and social order, and which has loaded the nation with

an immense debt, for which it was understood the land was

mortgaged, we have seen, that the owners of that very property,

not only have contrived to evade paying any part of the taxes

arising from the interest of that debt, but have actually imposed

immense additional ones upon the other part of the community,
and which go into their own pockets. It seems, then, natural to

conclude, with Mr. RIcardo, that the interest of the landlord is

always opposed to that of every other class in the community. In

this opinion, Mr, Ricardo is joined by the Edinburgh Reviewer of

his work. But, notwithstanding the great deference which I

feel for the talents of both these gentlemen, I must dissent from

that conclusion. If it had been qualifi'ed, by saying the "present

interest of the landholder, it would have been correct ; for, so far

as concerns the time being, it gives him a greater share of the pro-

duce of the soil. But if that greater share be obtained, by lessen-

ing his own, or his posterity's future means of enjoyment, it can-

not be his real interest. When we consider, what the result of

the present system must be, it will be found, that it is like the

boy in the fable, who, wishing to become rich too soon, destroyed

the source of his own prosperity.

From the existence of a great body of men, in this country, who
are engaged in manufacturing for foreign nations, the produce of

fend is become more valuable in this, than in any other country,

and consequently the landlord's share of that produce is increased

in value, in the same proportion. But, not cqntent with this fair

«d legitimate advantage, laws are passed to raise the price of pro-
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duce to the whole of the community, but whose means of paying

for it are not increased.

To suppose that the manufacturing population of this country

can continue to export wheat, in the form of manufactures, from
a country where it is 80s. per quarter, to others where it is only

40s., Is as absurd, as it was in the Egyptians to expect that the

Israelites could make the usual quantity of bricks, when they had
taken away the straw necessary in their manufacture. For, when
we consider the situation of the laborer in manufactures, that his

wages are already inadequate to the support of himself and family,

we may be well assured, when even the present Corn Bill, without

any addition, operates to prevent the importation of foreign pro-

duce, and consequently takes away the power of foreigners to buy
our manufactures, that his sufferings will be so great, as to oblige

him either to emigrate or become a pauper.

If by emigration, or any other means, the population of this

country is so reduced, as to enable us to grow corn enough for our
own consumption, (for we shall never do it any other way,) it

will then be sold as cheap, in this, as in other countries.

If the population be reduced still lower, it must then sell for

as much less, in this, than it does in the importing country,

as will pay the freight, and other expences, attendant on its

exportation. If it operate by increasing pauperism, the case

will not be mended. The landed interest have already dis-

covered, that, if the poor laws continue, Corn Bills can be of

little use to them ; for what they gain by the operation of the one,

they will more than lose by the operation of the other. They are

accordingly anxious for the abolition of the poor laws, and one
writer has gone so far as to propose, that one part of the popula-
tion shall be armed, in order to coerce the working classes, and
make them submit to such alterations in them, as will suit the pur-
pose of the landed proprietor.' Or, in other words, after having
put it out of the power of the laborer to support himself and his

family, he is to be forced to starve quietly. But even, if an ex-

plosion did not take place, this notable expedient could not long
answer the intended purpose. For, if there are to be laborers, they
must have food, and, if they are very badly fed, their numbers will

decrease, and thus, of course, lessen the demand for, and lower the

price of provisions ; and consequently rents. If they are to con-
tinue to be kept as paupers, and every man to have his wages
made up to a certain sum, in proportion to the number of his fa-

mily, it will be found the most effectual plan for destroying indus-

try that was ever devised. It is the want of all stimulus to

' Quarterly Review, No. XXXVI, p. 306.
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exertion, which occasions the labor of slaves to be dearer than

that of free men. And the same cause will always produce a

similar effect.

But the number of the laborers in manufactures is so great, that

to support them, as paupers, is impossible ; and there is no re-

source but emigration. Indeed, if the present system is to be

continued, instead of building churches for a population which we
cannot support, and whose situation cannot improve, until all

those employed in foreign trade are removed, would it not be

much better to employ the money in exporting them to other

countries, where their labor would procure them bread ? For,

without this being done, all enterprising men, of small capitals,

feeling the impossibility of increasing their property in this, will

seek an asylum in some other country, where their exertions will

have a greater chance of success. The most active, in the working

classes, will follow the example, leaving only the aged, the infirm,

and the dissolute, whose means will not enable them to emigrate.

The country that will generally be selected, is not difficult to

surmise. Indeed, it is no longer a surmise, for hundreds, if not

thousands of manufacturers, have already emigrated to the United

States of America; which renders it easier for others to follow.

For the first establishment of manufactures, in any country, is a

work of great difficulty, as there are no artificers to construct the

machinery, or to work it when constructed. But as soon as those

classes exist in a country, the further progress of manufactures

becomes easy.

The United States already possess both these classes -, and if

we persist in forcing more to emigrate, it will not be long before

America, notwithstanding the high wages, which the improving

state of that country enables her laborers to obtain, instead of

exporting the raw cotton to this country, and importing it back

in goods, will manufacture it herself, i'hat she is already look-

ing forward to this, is sufficiently evident, from the high duties

imposed on the importation of manufactured goods, which are

higher than would be prudent, if they were only meant to raise

a revenue. The people of that country too are in general so

clear-sighted, in perceiving what is likely to prove beneficial to

them, that there can be little doubt, but they are aware that, so

far as the time being is concerned, if they can import manufactures

cheaper than make them, it is their interest to import them. But,

that America has further views, in thus departing from a system

calculated in the highest degree to promote her internal pros-

perity, is very clear j and, to those who have attentively viewed
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her J)rogresS, there can be httle doubt to what these views ul-

timately tend. Her commercial shipping, within a few thousand
tons, already equals that of this country, and she views our naval

superiority with a spirit of jealousy and revenge, and is deter-

mined, at no distant period, to wrest it from us. From the rapid

improvement of that country it is probable, that in the natural

course of things, in ten or fifteen years at the farthest, she will

possess a sufficient naval power to enable her to enter into a con-

test with this country for supremacy on the ocean. It is with
this view that she is imposing heavy duties on the importation

of foreign manufactures ; and thusj by furnishing ah asylum to

the artisans of all countries, to increase her strength^ and render

her triumph certain.

On the contrary, we are forcing our manufacturers and farm-

ers to leave this country, to increase her commerce, and culti-

vate her soil ; and they carry with them a spirit of determined

hostility against the land of their fathers, from which they think

they are forced by oppression. With our commerce ruined, with an
impoverished, diminished, and disaffected population, the result

may be easily anticipated. First one colony, and then another,

ivill be liberated from our sway, or vvrested from us, until wd
have nothing but this island left to defend; Precipitated from oiit

proud and pre-eminent rank in the scale of nations ; humbled,

and reduced to poverty ; unable to pay the taxes necessary for

the support of the Government^ a revolution will be the natural conse-

quence. Thus, to external misfortune will be added internal

confusion, which will involve the land-owner in that ruin, which,

under the mistaken idea of promoting his own interest at the ex*

pence of the other parts of the community, he will have brought

upon his country-

But this may not be the exact result ; for, though the United

States of America are at present increasing in commerce and

population, in such a ratio, compared to the progress of any other

country, as must soon make her the greatest naval power in the

world ; and it is clear, that, if acquired, that power will be used

against this country ; yet, from causes unknown to human beings,

her improvement may be checked. But even if that should be

the case, (of which, at present, there appears no probability, and

therefore ought not to be calculated upon,) if, by a system of re-

strictions on the importation of agricultural produce, we are forced

to cultivate soils inferior to those which are cultivated in other

states, our power and population must either be retrograde, or very

slowly progressive, compared with theirs. For, in all the exchanges

which we make with them, we shall be giving a larger quantity

of labof) in return for a smaller j and, consequently, our popula-
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tlon must be more wretched and miserable than the population

of those states with whom we trade.

For, if a manufacturer, by employing 50 men, can prepare arti-

cles which will exchange, in the foreign market, for as much
corn, or other produce, as would require 80 men to raise, by cul-

tivating our own soil, the labor of 30 men would be saved to the

country, by manufacturing, in preference to cultivating. But if,

instead of the manufacturer being permitted to import the foreign

produce, he is forced to pay for the labor of 80 men, em-
ployed at home, in raising the raw material and tb.e cornj of

which his manufactured articles virtually consist, when he sends

them to the foreign market, they will consist of the labor of 80

men ; and yet he will receive no more for them, than if they had

been produced by 50 ; and thus the labor of 30 men will be lost

to this country, or the greatest part of it. For though the owner
of soils, equal in fertility to those on which the foreign produce

is raised, and the produce of which could be afforded to be sold

at the same price, would receive so much more than its natural

price, in the form of rent
;
yet, as a great proportion of it would

have to be raised on inferior soils, which required additional la-

bor, in proportion to the higher price, that additional labor would
be entirely lost to the community at large : so that the profit of

the land-owner would not be equal to the loss of the country ;

nor, for the same reason, if produce was suffered to be imported

duty free, would his loss be equal to what the public would gain.

For the whole of the additional produce, brought into the country

by the labor of 50 men in manufactures, importing as much as

80 men employed in agricultui^e could raise, would be clear gain

to the country j while the land-owner would only receive less

rent, on that proportion grown on fertile soils. And he would
be benefited another way ; for, though his rent would be lower,

yet profits and wages would be higher •, or, at least, the market

and the natural price of labor would be more equal, and thus, by

reducing poor rates, it is probable that, in the course of a few-

years, his interest would rather be promoted than injured.

For the poor laws cannot be abolished, or materially altered,

so long as the price of the necessaries of life are advanced by ar-

tificial means j for, as it makes the wages of labor inadequate to

supply the laborer and his family with bread, it renders paro-

chial relief necessary. The disgrace that was formerly attached

to pauperism, being consequently done away, if some means are

not devised to check its further increase, the whole income of the

country seems likely to be absorbed in the support of the lower

classes, which the present system will have converted from indus-

trious laborers, proud of their independence, into Wy paupers.
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only desirous of being maintained without labor. It is therefore

become a matter of the very first consequence ; indeed the well

being of the country evidently depends on some plan being adopt-

ed, which will render the abolition, or, at least, a great alteration

in the poor laws practicable. For Mr. Malthus is undoubtedly
right, in considering them as a great evil ; but he is strangely in-

consistent, when he recommends a system of restrictions on the
impoiLation of agricultural produce, and the abolition of the poor
laws, at the same time.

For, though he takes it for granted, that the market price of
labor will advance, with the rise in the price of the necessaries of
life, he has not attempted to show, by what means the demand for

labor will be increased, which could alone advance wages. He
must be aware, that restrictions, by advancing the natural price of
labor, could only advance the market price, by reducing the number
of laborers. And, in a country like this, where so great a pro-

portion of the population is engaged in manufacturing for fo-

reign nations, it could only be done, by the whole of those, em^;
ployed in that manner, being either starved, or forced to emigrated
For, so long as we continue to export manufactures, so long must
the market price of our labor be fixed, by its price in those coun-
tries to which we send them ; and where the natural price of

labor is not raised by the same artificial means.

It is not easy to account^ for his making the abolition of ahe
poor laws, and restrictions on the importation of agricultural

produce, parts of the same system, except we suppose, that he
wished to see the operation of his two great checks to popula-

tion— vice and misery — exemplified in this country, and was aware
that, though restrictions on importation must have the effect of

bringing them into action, yet, so long as the poor laws were in

existence, their full effect could not be seen. If that should be
his motive, if he will only turn his eyes to Ireland, he may see

their full operation ; for, in that country thev have no poor laws,

and the same measures which raised the price of agricultural pro-

duce here, advanced it there also. By way of benefiting Ireland,

she was to have the libertv of exporting her produce, to supply

the English marker, in which, by prohibiting competition from
other countries, higher jirices could be obtained than it had been
used to sell for. That these high prices must benefit the Irish

land-oxsoner, who is generally an absentee, and does not even spend

any part of his rents in that unfortunate country, is very clear

;

but in what way could they benefit the lower classes ? They did

not benefit, but they materially injured them \ for they increased

the rents of their potato grounds, and of such necessaries as they

had to purchase ; but as they did not increase the demand for
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kbor, they did not increase wages. As the distress of the pea-

santry was already great, they could no longer procure bread; and

famine, followed as usual by the typhus fever, has been doing its

office, in reducing the population to the means of subsisstence.

To the welfare of the country, then, it is absolutely necessary

that there should be no restrictions on the importation of agricul-

tural produce •, but.it would not be expedient that a free trade should

be immediately adopted. For, in that case, great distress would

be occasioned, not only to such farmers as have leases at high

rents, but to landlords whose lands are let from year to year, by the

immediate reduction of their incomes. As whatever injures one

part of the community, will, in its effects, injure the others also,

all sudden shocks of that kind should, if possible, be avoided*

The mode that seems the best calculated for that purpose, is the

plan suggested by Major Torrens, of imposing a duty that would

raise the price of all imported grain to a certain sum, but to de-

crease yearly.' He proposed 70s. per quarter for wheat, and other

grain in proportion, and that the duty should be lowered 2s. every

year, until the trade became free.^ >This gradual mode of obtaining

a free trade, seems admirably calculated to avoid injuring any part

of the community very materially. And though it would, for somd

years, press with great weight on the laboring classes, yet the

pressure would be gradually growing lighter ; and, on the whole,

it is probable that they would not suffer so much from it as they

would by the general distress that would be consequent on the

immediate adoption of a free trade.

As the price of the necessaries of life would continually be

lowering, and consequently the natural price of labor, alterations

might be gradually introduced into the poor laws, until their de-

moralizing effects on the lower classes were removed. As under

this system the country would improve, while under a system

of restrictions it would become worse, it is highly probable that

when the trade became free, produce would sell for a higher

price than it would have done if the present restrictions had con-

tinued in force all the time.

It may be objected, that, admitting this to be true, if the situ-

ation of the laboring classes were improved, they will increase

in numbers, and, as Mr. Malthus tells us, that eventually it

will answer for every nation to manufacture goods for itself,

" Essay on the Corn Trade, p. 34d.
- Since the Corn Law was passed, in 1815, the value of the cnrrenry is in-

creased at least 25 per cent., so that 60.«. commands as nuich bullion as

80s. did then ; consequently 70s. per quarter now, is cqnal to what 90s. was

at tiiat lime.
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tather than impolrt them, our population may be doubled or
tripled, and by losing our tradte, we shall consequently lose

the power of supporting that population, by not being able to im-
port produce in return for our manufactures. Even admitting
this argument, and the probability that such a state of things may
some time take place, it must come on very slowly, and very
gradually ; for nations cannot supply themselves with their own
manufactures at once •, and when it does arrive, it will only pro-
duce, to some distant generation, evils, which restrictions are

rapidly bringing on the present.

But leaving out the effect of hot climates, in rendering people
unwilling, or unable to labor, like those in mote temperate regions,

the much greater competition we shall meet with, from the manu-
facturer on the Continent, makes it improbable that the sale of our
goods will be much increased.; and a free trade is necessary to

enzhle us to snpiport our present jiojmlation. .o-'O'a • ^.^

When we look at the immense extent of fertile land, occupied
by nothing but wild beasts, or still wilder men, not only in North
and South America, but in almost every part of the globe, there

can be little doubt, but that a thousand years hence there will be
many countries, probably more than there are at present, whose
interest will induce them to exchange produce for manufactures.

Even then, if we may judge of the progress which population

will make, by that which it has already made, there will be im-
mense tracts of fertile lands, which may be cultivated, without a

rent being paid for their use; and, as the produce of them will

cost the cultivator little, he will be willing to exchange a large

quantity of it, for a small quantity of other goods : so that, by
manufacturing articles, to exchange for foreign agricultural produce,

instead of cultivating our own barren ivastes, which could afford

but a miserable subsistence to its cultivators, we shall reap as much
advantage, or more, from the cultivation of newly settled fertile

soils, situated in any part of the world, than those actually en-

gaged In cultivating them. And, though this system may render

us dependent on foreign nations for a supply of the necessaries

of life, it will Increase our maritime power, which a system of

restrictions must destroy ; and thus remove a much nearer, a

much greater, and a much more probable evil. For, except com-,

merce be encouraged. In a few years we must lose our naval su-^

periority, and with it our colonies, and most probably our inde-

pendence.

The author of two Letters to the Right Hon. Robert Peel,-—the

first on the Pernicious Effects of a Variable Standard of Value ; and
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the second^ oii the Causes of the Increase of PaUperisrrt—has exa-

mined, with considerable ability, the effects of a paper currency^'

not convertible into cash, on the laboring classes. He has shown,

that a depreciated currency raises prices, but that it raises the pried

of the necessaries of life first ; and there is a long interval before

the wages of labor are advanced in the same proportion. He,
therefore, recommends the return to cash payments, as a means of

decreasing pauperism, and bettering the condition of the laboring

classes.

If this country were in a natural state, this argument would bS*

correct ; for resuming cash payments would lower the price of

provisions, and, consequently, benefit the poor. But he seems not

to have considered, that labor, the only commodity which the poor

man has to sell, is left to find its own value in the market, while

the necessaries of life, which are the principal things he has to buy,

are sold at a monopoly price. The effect, therefore, so long as

the Corn Bill is suffered to exist, would bej that cash payments

would lower wages, but not the price of provisions. It would,

in fact, be the same as raising the price at which grain can be im-

ported, and, instead of decreasing pauperism, would most rapidly

increase it. For the prices, which the Corn Bill is meant to perpe-

tuate, could never have been obtained, without a depreciated cur-

rency, nor can they be supported on any other plan •, and until

we have a free trade in agricultural produce, the more the currency

is depreciated, the better it will be for the laboring classes.

Mr. Peel's constituent seems not to have had a very clear view

of the subject, when he makes the following observations :

—

« One measure, indeed, has been adopted—the Corn Bill—which
is defensible only On this ground.—A sudden fall of price in this

article would certainly have the effect of depressing agriculture,

and of throwing a multitude of laborers out of employment. It is

prudent therefore, on all accounts, to interpose some check against

too violent a transition, by keeping off foreign competitors for a

time. But it should be regarded only as a set-ofF against the ad-

vantage enjoyed by the commercial interest. If the paper currency

is retained to favor them, (and that is the only intelligible ground

of the measure,) lest too hasty a contraction should embarrass their

dealings, it follows as a corollary, that some artificial stay must
be applied, to preserve the agricultural interest also at a correspond-

ing level. But this, it must be remembered, is an unnatural state

of things. It extends to all the classes and all the interests of life.

Our main object should be not to sustain them all, or any of themj

at this level, (for descend they must sooner or later,) but to con-

trive that they shall all descend as equably as possible, preserving

their mutual relations, as far as human art can effect it, undisturb*
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ed. The experiment, I grant, is a nice one, and it requires the

truest eye, as well as the firmest hand, to conduct it properly."'

Here we are told, that the Corn Bill can only be defended, as a set-

off against the advantage derived by commercial men from a paper

currency ; if so, it follows that cash payments should be accom-
panied by its repeal j but yet he argues, that it is necessary to pre-

vent a sudden fall of the price of corn, the only thing which can

benefit the laboring classes. But it is impossible to resume cash

payments, without a free trade in agricultural produce ; for any
quantity of the precious metals, which can be brought into the

country, will be inadequate to the circulation of it, at its present

prices, and to enable the lower classes to purchase the necessaries

of life, a depreciated currency is indispensably necessary.

The situation of this country, is, indeed, an awful one, and its

pauperised population and paper currency are sufficient to appall

the stoutest heart. Without a currency convertible into cash,

there is no accurate measure of value, and the continual fluctua-

tion to which it gives rise, is attended with the most disastrous re-

sults, not only to the laboring classes, but to almost every other

class in the community. How, in itselj\ a paper currency can be-

nefit commerce, or manufactures, I caimot conceive ; but when
taken in connexion with laws which virtually say, that the neces-

saries of life shall not be sold below a certain price, whether money
is plentiful or scarce, the necessity for it becomes clear.

The author of these Letters confines his enquiry solely to agricul-

tural laborers ; but the laborers in trade and manufactures are not

only a more numerous class, but are suffering as great, if not

greater distress. Theie are whole districts, in which the laborers

in manufactures are actually starving ; for the miserable pittance,

which they receive as wages, is, with the utmost industry and
economy, totally inadequate to the purchase of a sufficiency of the

lowest and coarsest of the necessaries of life j and their numbers
preclude the possibility of their having much parochial relief.

Though he argues, that the wages of the laborer in agriculture will

not be immediately reduced, in proportion to the increased value

of money (if the price of the necessaries of life is not to be re-

duced, how can the value of money be raised to the laborer .'')
j yet

had he examined, he would have found, that the effect, upon la-

borers in manufactures, will be immediate ; for their wages are

continually fluctuating, and there is no rate, by which they are

governed, but the demand for labor. As it is clear that manu-
factures would not exchange for more bullion than they did before,

and as that bullion would exchange for a less nominal value in the

' Second Letter, pp. 9, 10.
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currency, while the price of the necessaries of life continued the

same, the manufacturer would, in reality, receive a less price for

his commodities, and would, of course, give less for hbor. For it

is the same in manufactures as in agriculture ; and in them, the

only commodity which the poor man has to sell, is his labor, and

which he cannot keep back, and consequently must always have

the worst in the bargain.

Wlien this writer supposes, that « the profits of employment are

not so nicely balanced as to bear no abridgment," he mistakes, if it is

meant to be applied to manufactures For the situation of the

master manufacturer, in many, (perhaps most) instances, is to the

full as bad as that of the laborer, except that he does not actually

suffer want. As to a reduction of his profits, that is impossible,

for he must manage very well if he make any j and, whatever re-

duces the prices of manufactured commodities, for reasons which
I have before given, must reduce the wages of the laborer.

But though I conceive, that, without a free trade in agricultural

produce, the resumption of cash payments would not only not bene-

fit, but would materially injure the laboring classes, yet there are

some tables in his second letter, which I think very valuable. The
first contains a list of the prices of provisions, and of labor, in the

16th century, and which fully proves, that an increase of the price of

the necessaries of life has, either no tendency to increase the wages
of labor, or it is in so small a degree, as not to be worth taking

into the account, in a practical point of view. The table is as fol-

lows, with the author's reflections upon it.
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1459.

From
1500

to

1511

1500. {

J533.

isig.

1550.

1560.

1575.

1587.

1589.

1590.

1593.

1596.

1597,

3508.

1599.

1601.

PRICE OF PROVISIONS.

Value in

present Money

£. .9. d. £. s. d.

Wl-.eat, per Quarter 3 4 5 Oj

pmci; OF, j^Bon.

Average of ditto

Average of Barley

An Ox
A Sheep

5 (2j 8 Oj

3 4

11 8
18

Oj5

18 Ot

2 6i

A large Ox
A Sheep

Wheat, average

Barley

Beef and Mutton,

per lb.

Best fat W<ther
Best wheat

Wheal, frQin

to

Beef, per lb.

Wheat

Wheat, from

to

Wheat
Barley

A Wether
gheep

Wheat
Barley

Wheat, exportation

price

Barky

Wheat
Rye
Beef, the Stone

A fat Wctlicr

A fat Bullock

A fat Sheep
Wheat
Ditto

6 8

2 10

5 4

S 4

5 2

1 4

1

15

6 19

O It

IS

1 7

POO
044

13 4

8

J.
6

1

10

10
4

18 6

13 4
068
061$
1 1 p

13 4

1

Q 13

1 16 9
3 lOJ
7 3J
3 2i

0.i.718

5 Oj

15 6i

8 .31

1 9 5

10.1059

1 8|

10 8

4 2 8

19 Ij,^

13 lOl

6 10|
o 6 loa

13 10}

1

:c 4|

2 3 43.

1 4 9.}

1 9J
15 6

6 ;5 f)

11 11}

18 7i
1 7 11

Daily wages appointed Vhluein
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«' In the foregoing table there are not many years in which the

price of labor is recorded. In the table of provisions, therefore,

those years have been chosen which coincide with them, or nearly

80, but this table is made fuller, because the price of provisions

fluctuates with the seasons, but the price of labor is more

stationary.

" The following table, abstracted from the compositions for

purveyances, exhibits the increasing prices of animal food through

the latter part of the 16th Century.'
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no alleviation of his misery to see others obtaining such advan-

tages at a cheaper rate, and thus depressing him still lower than

ever in the comparative scale of social life."

'

He also gives the following statement of the average price of

wheat, in every ten years of the 17th century, taken from the

Eton College books. The bushel is that of the nine gallon mea-
sure.
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health, and strength, and industry united, instead of spreading itis

sheltering wing over others, was scarcely able to feed and to clothe

itself."'

If any thing further be necessary, to prove that the increase of

pauperism is occasioned by the high price of the necessaries of

life, the following statennent must be conclusive, by which it

appears that it gradually decreased, as agricultural produce became
cheaper. It should be observed too, that ISH and 1815 were
looked upon as years of great distress, particularly to those en-

gaged in agriculture ; and it was in the latter of these years that

the Corn Bill was passed, with the intention of relieving that

distress.

Number permanently relieved, (not including the children of per-

sons out of the House.)

1813. 1814. 1815.

Out of any Workhouse ¥6^,^^\ 430,140 406,887
In any Workhouse 97,223 94,085 88,li5

Relieved occasionally 440,249 429,770 400,97

1

Total relieved 971,913 953,995 895,973*

An attentive consideration of the documents, which the author

of these Letters has given, in connection with that of Mr. Barton,

before alludt-d to, must convince every impartial person, that the

high price of agricultural produce, by whatever means occasioned,

is the t>reatest of all evils to the laboring classes ; and it behoves
Mr. Malthus, and the other friends to restrictions on its importa-
tion, I uher to prove that these statements are inaccurate, or to

advocate the cause of a free trade. For, until they are proved to

be erroneous, the only conclusion that can be come to, is, that

laws, passed with the intention of raising, or keeping up the price

of the necessaries of Hfe, are, of all others, the m,ost cruel, the

most impolitic, and the most unjust.

APrENDIX.
1. The following statement, (extracted from Mr. Barton's

pamphlet, on the condition of the laboring classes,) will show

' Second Letter, p. 83.

^ SccuikI Letter, p. 87.

3 Appendix, 1

VOL. XVII. Pam. NO. XXXIV. 2 I
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what proportion the wages of husbandry l^bor have borne to the

price of corn, at different periods, during the last seyenty years.

Periods. Weekly Wheat per Waives in pints

Pay. jQuarter. of Wheat.

5. d. s. d.

1742 to 1752 . . 6 . . 30 . . 102
1761 to 1770 . . 7 6 . . 42 6 . . 00
1780 to 1790 . . 8 . . 51 2 . . 80
1795 to 1799 .. 9 .. 70 8 .. 65
1800 to 1808 . . 11 . . 86 8 . . 60

f* The price of labor in the two first periods is from Mr. A.
Young's Farmer's Tours. The third and fifth from communica-
tions to the Board of Agriculture. The fourth from Sir F. Eden,
on the state of the poor. The price of wheat is taken from the

Windsor returns."

2. The following statement is extracted from the Quarterly

Review, No. 36. p. 263, to show how closely the high price of

corn is connected with the increase of pauperism.

Year.

1748)
1749 J
1750 )

1776
1783 ^

1784 (.

1785)
1808

1813)

1814-
J-

1815)
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wisdom, than to increase the deviation by subjecting additional

and extensive branches of the public interest to fresh systems of

artificial and injurious restrictions.

II. Because we think that the great practical rule, of leaving

all commerce unfettered, applies more peculiarly^ and on still

stronger grounds of justice as well as policy, to the corn trade

than to any other. Irresistible indeed muse be that necessity

which could, in our judgment, authorize the legislature to tamper

'with the sustenance of the people, and to impede the free purchase

and sale of that article on which depends the existence of so large

a portion of the community,

III. Because we think that the expectations of ultimate benefit

from this measure are founded on a delusive theory. We cannot

persuade ourselves that this law will ever contribute to produce

plenty, cheapness, or steadiness of price : so long as it operates at

all, its effects must be the opposite of these. Monopoly is the parent

ofscarcity, of dearness, and of uncertainty. To cut off any of the

sources of supply can only tend to lessen its abundance ; to close

against ourselves the cheapest market for any commodity, musi

enhance the price at which we purchase it j and to confine the

consumer of corn to the produce of his own country, is to refuse

to ourselves the benefit of that provision which Providence itself

has made for equalizing to man the variations ofclimate and of

season.

IV. But whatever may be the future consequences of this law,

at some distant and uncertain period, we see with pain that these

hopes must be purchased at the expence of a great and present

evil. To compel the consumer to purchase corn dearer at home
than it might be imported from abroad, is the immediate practical

effect of this law. In this way alone can it operate. Its present

protection, its promised extension of agriculture must result (if at

all) from the profits which it creates by keeping up the price of
corn to an artificial level. These future benefits are the conse-

quences expected, but, as we confidently believe, erroneously ex-

pected, from giving a bounty to the grou,er ofcom, by a tax levied

on its consumer.

V. Because we think the adoption of any permanent law, for

such a purpose, required the fullest and most laborious investiga-

tion. Nor would it have been sufficient for our satisfaction could

we have been convinced of the general policy of an hazardous

experiment. A still further inquiry would have been necessary, to

persuade us that the present moment is fit for its adoption. In

such an inquiry, we must have had the means of satisfying our-

selves, what its immediate operation will be, as connected with

the various and pressing circumstances of public di^culty and
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distress, isoith isohich the country is surrounded ,- with the state of

our circulation andcurrencij ; of our agriculture and manufactures j

of our internal and external commerce; and above a// with the

condition and reward of the industrious, and laboring classes of

our community.

On all these particulars, as they respect this question, we think

that Parliament is almost wholly uninformed j on all, we see reason

for the utmost anxiety and alarmfrom the operation of this law.

Lastly, Because, if we could approve of the principle and pur-

pose of this law, we think that no sufficient foundation has been

laid for its details. The evidence before us, unsatisfactory and

imperfect as it is, seems to us rather to disprove than to support

the propriety of the high price adopted as the standard of importa-

tion, and thefallacious mode by which that price is to be ascertain-

ed. And on all these grounds we are anxious to record our

dissent from a measure so precipitate in its course, and, as we
fear, so injurious ifi its consequences.

(Signed) Augustus Frederick.
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